My objective is to create an intuitive computer for laypeople who want to go beyond ready-made apps and create programs to control their electronic environment. I submit Loke, a new kind of computer that is a universe of objects and nothing but objects. I call it an object computer. Loke is implemented in Squeak, a variant of Smalltalk, and is an extensible, conceptual model for execution, inspection, and exploration. It was first used to demonstrate how Ellen, a novice, programs a smart alarm clock through a GUI adapted to her competence, needs, and preferences. Informal demonstrations indicated that laypeople immediately grasp the idea of communicating objects that represent real things in their environment. They also wanted to use it for their own purposes. They were creative in identifying personal opportunities for Loke and in sketching out their implementations. Interestingly, expert programmers who attended the demonstration did not see the point of Loke. I have completed the programming of Loke qua conceptual model. The model underpins its potential security and privacy and sustains its object and message models. The Loke qua programming environment is still in its infancy, and its inherent security and privacy properties are still not realized in practice. A future Loke device will be accessible from anywhere and embedded in its own hardware to achieve them. The Loke IDE rests on Data-Context-Interaction (DCI), a new programming paradigm that leads to readable code with a clear architecture. I submit Loke for the pleasure of personal programming.
Introduction
This article is dedicated to owners of an IoT, amateur programmers, popular science readers, and generally interested people. (Expert programmers may find papers and articles that are better tuned to their needs.) The article is an interim report from an ongoing project. The conceptual model and a proof-of-concept implementation are completed, but much work remains to make it into a product.
The modern computer celebrated its platinum jubilee on the 21st of June, 2018. Precisely 70 years earlier, the world's first programmer wrote the world's first program, stored it, and executed it in the world's first electronic, digital, storedprogram computer at the Victoria University of Manchester, England. The architecture of this computer affectionately known as Baby followed the then well-known von Neumann model ( Fig. 1 ). Baby is morphing into billions of communicating computers, many of them connected into a single, global machine. 1 My goal is to empower laypeople to control their electronic environment with programs that they write themselves. While a professional programmer is a highly trained expert, the personal programmer writes programs for personal use and values simplicity and convenience over programming sophistication. There will be millions of personal programmers, and I single out Ellen as one of the novices. The challenge is to create a new way of programming that is both intuitive and easy to use while it provides the security and privacy required by Ellen. My answer is a personal object computer that I name Loke (pronounced "Loukeh") after a powerful and somewhat deceitful god in Norse Communicated by Professor Bernhard Rumpe. mythology. He sometimes assists the gods and sometimes works against them. 2 The personal computer was born on Monday, December 9, 1968, at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco when Douglas Engelbart demonstrated a "tool for thought" and an "extension of the mind" 3 :
When it was all over, the crowd rose to their feet and cheered, spellbound, enthralled. Not only had Engelbart introduced the world to the notion of the computer as a personal assistant controlled by a mouse, keyboard and cursor, he'd shown them a graphical user interface which formed the basis of the 'windows' he'd been manipulating, hyperlinks and the concept of the networked online realm we know today as the Web.
One of the many descendants of this demo is Loke, the subject of this article. I propose that personal programmers are best served by a multimedia integrated development environment (IDE) such as the Loke IDE. The unifying concept is the object; objects represent everything of interest, and there is nothing but objects. The program model achieves a strong separation of concerns with DCI, a new programming paradigm. The Loke IDE uses text to specify algorithms and diagrams to define the structure of collaborating objects. MVC is the conceptual model behind the user interfaces in the IDE itself and, where applicable, in the personal programs created with it.
Loke builds on several concepts, some new and some modified versions of well-known ideas. I describe some of them here as an introduction to the rest of the article.
The stand-alone object
The notion of objects was introduced by Dahl and Nygaard [3] . Their objects formed part of the foundation for Alan Kay's object orientation: "…its semantics are a bit like having thousands and thousands of computers all hooked together by a very fast network."
Like a computer, an object is a logical entity that encapsulates state and behavior and has a globally unique identity. 4 Object state is in the form of references to other objects. Object behavior is specified with methods that are different from the well-known procedures. The conventional "calling a procedure" is replaced by "sending a message to an object." There is a significant semantic difference. A procedure call is short for the procedure body; it is a compression. A Loke message send is an abstraction; the method to be executed is unknown at compile time, and its correctness must be based on trust.
Received messages trigger object behavior. This behavior can cause a change in the state of the object and also make the object send messages to other objects. An object neither "knows" why a received message was sent nor does it "know" what the receiver of a message that it sends will do with it. The object is stand-alone and unaware of its environment.
In software engineering and computer science, abstraction is the process of removing physical, spatial, or temporal details or attributes in order to more closely attend to other details of interest. 5 A common abstraction on objects in programming and computer science is the class abstraction. A multitude of languages such as Java and Ruby support it:
1. An object is an entity that has an immutable and globally unique identity and that encapsulates state and behavior. 2. The object's encapsulation hides its inner construction from its outside. 3 . The object provides a message interface that can be invoked by messages from other objects. The object may also send messages through webhooks (custom callbacks) to other objects. 4. The object plays a Role when it is collaborating with other objects.
The class and Role abstractions are complementary: The class abstraction exposes the object's state and behavior. Its identity is hidden in the unordered set of the instances of its class. The Role abstraction is the inverse. An object has an invariant and globally unique identity, while its state and behavior are hidden within its encapsulation.
The raisons d'être for these abstractions are that they help the human mind create models of complex realities. All my researches have similar goals; it must lead to something useful to a human to be of interest. My style of research is experimental. When I get an idea, the next step is to express it in code for a reality check. In the early days with assembly and Fortran, I had to create a formwork in the shape of a design before pouring the code into it. Today, I have Smalltalk and go directly from idea to code.
There have been quite a few ideas through my 60 years of programming and software research. Most of them had a short life span ranging from hours to weeks and months. Some of them have survived to this day and form the foundation for Loke and this article.
I have created a laboratory for experimenting with objects and the object computer. I did consider to base it on a von Neumann machine, but I rejected this alternative because it lacks the essential peer-to-peer communication of modern computing. I decided to base my laboratory on the Squeak variant of Smalltalk because it is a universe of communicating objects, much like the single, global machine. Figure 2 illustrates how I merge my Squeak 6 universe of objects with objects found on the Net. The result is Loke, a personal object computer. Loke is personal and private in the sense that a smartphone is personal and private. It is an instance of a general platform that gets personalized when its owner augments it with personal data such as address books, bookmarks, letters, and personal programs.
The ground rules for the personal object computer are: 7 • Everything is represented by an object • Objects have their own state (that is represented by objects) • Objects communicate by sending and receiving messages (that are represented by objects). • Objects have behaviors (methods, scripts, or server behavior) that define the meaning of received messages.
In a von Neumann computer, a program is a collection of instructions for performing a specific task. In the Role abstraction, a program is a collection of messages for achieving a specific goal.
The data-context-interaction (DCI) paradigm
In [17] , I suggested that a program should be organized in a structure of communicating components where a component is an object that encapsulates other objects. The idea worked well for certain use cases, but it transpired that it was counterproductive in other cases. The problem was that the structure was static; one structure had to fit all. In DCI, the idea is the same, but the structure is dynamic; each use case has its own object structure that is built at runtime.
The Data, Context, Interaction (DCI) programming paradigm embraces the notion of programming: System state is declared as Data in the class abstraction. System behavior is declared as Contexts and Interactions in the Role abstraction:
• The Data are stand-alone objects such as the objects that represent things in Ellen's world. • A Context is a structure of selected objects that play their Roles to meet Ellen's goal (a use case). • An Interaction is a code within a Context that augments the behavior of the participating object to make things happen.
The DCI model of computing is on an abstraction level above the von Neumann model with its operating systems and programming languages and protects the personal programmer from their idiosyncrasies.
The model-view-controller (MVC) paradigm
The operators of the Manchester Baby computer worked it through a control panel like a TV remote. This panel has morphed into graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The consequences are deeply radical for individuals and society alike. Figure 3 illustrates model-view-controller (MVC), a conceptual model of the GUI. 8 The User experiences MVC as Douglas Engelbart's "extension of their mind." MVC uses two artifacts to achieve the "magic" of Fig. 3 . First, the digital Model object shall faithfully represent the user's mental model. Second, MVC uses well-known graphical representations in the View objects to present the information contained in the Model object in a way that is readily intuited by the User. An invisible Controller object sets up the Views in a window on the screen and coordinates them by making a selection show itself in all Views simultaneously. The Users no longer feel they are running von Neumann computers but achieve their goals by interacting directly with their mental model through the Views. A significant side effect of a successful GUI is that the underlying machine fades into the background in the user's mind.
BabyIDE is a proof-of-concept implementation of Loke with an MVC architecture. The MVC Model is an abstract representation of a program. Views on the Model let the programmer work with the program seen in different projections. The Views are like engineering projections with their plan and side views of a solid ( Fig. 4 ). Each View tells part of the story; all Views together tell the whole story.
Variants of BabyIDE are designed for different categories of users. Novice users can enjoy a low entry threshold with pre-defined Models and automatically generated Views. Expert users need to control all of M, V, and C. Both build on the same conceptual Model. The transition from novice to expert can be a smooth growth guided by the personal programmer's increasing experience and needs.
The rest of the article
The rest of the article is organized into seven parts and three appendices: There are three appendices: 
Novice programming
I recently observed a two-year-old girl, Selma, poking the TV screen and getting very upset because it did not answer her manipulations. (She plays with an iPad in the kindergarten.) It is a sign of the times that she learns to operate a computer before she learns to talk. I expect she will later find it natural to bend her devices to gratify her demands. Personal Programming (PP) is what a person does to fulfill personal needs. Some examples: The owner of a smart home will integrate its various things to create a Personal Home. A child will direct the behavior of their toys. A student will create a personal simulation program to understand a physical phenomenon better. A computational chemist will write a personal program that merges several chemical simulations into a coherent whole. An investor will create a personal program for working the share market. The human part of industry 5.0 can create personal programs to bridge the gap between man and machine. All of them want to take control of their environment with its devices and services: They need to become personal programmers.
I do not know how many personal programmers there will be in the world, but I choose to aim my design for some tens of millions of them. I single out Ellen to represent all novices. It is impracticable to give her formal training in a mainstream programming language, so I replace the von Neumann computer with Loke, a new and more intuitive alternative. Loke is a personal object computer that is on an abstraction level above von Neumann. Loke is a universe of objects and nothing but objects. Some of the objects are personal and private to Ellen, the rest she shares with others.
Ellen experiences her computer applications through their user interfaces, and the user interface feels like the program. I have experimented with an IDE for the Ellens of this world and call it Loke/Novice. I have three requirements:
1. Loke/Novice shall provide a low entry threshold by building on ideas that are well known to Ellen at the outset. The IDE shall protect her from the complexities of the hardware and its programming languages by working on a high abstraction level. 2. Loke/Novice shall scale from the first, small projects of the novice to the larger projects that Ellen can tackle as she learns more to become an expert. The key is to build on the Loke model of computing throughout. 3. Loke/Novice lets Ellen employ a mixture of graphical and textual input to create her programs. The interface helps Ellen build a comprehensive mental model of computing by displaying the code that results from her gestures.
I have created a proof-of-concept implementation of Loke that embodies its conceptual model. This section describes how Ellen creates a simple and program with Loke's intuitive IDE. I use the terminology of the novice but aim its contents at the mentor who teaches her.
Ellen's smart alarm clock
Homeowners are in danger of being overwhelmed by disruptive smart home technologies. Ellen owns a smart home with an Internet of Things (IoT) that connects to her many things. Her IoT is again connected to the Web and thence to the whole Internet so that Ellen can access a vast number of resources that she can muster to serve her needs.
Ellen challenges us with her first, simple example. She plans to go on a long hike on the morrow, but only if it's going to be a dry day. Ellen needs to learn how to program an alarm clock that checks the weather forecast before it wakes her. The Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard has given this excellent advice:
If One Is Truly to Succeed in Leading a Person to a Specific Place, One Must First and Foremost Take Care to Find Him Where He is and Begin There. 9 To rephrase Kierkegaard's question: "Where can I find the Ellens of this world?". I tried to find common ground for all humanity and looked up psychological research into the behavior of young babies. I didn't find any satisfactory answers. There was no consensus, and studies had only been on very small and select groups of infants. I lowered my goal and asked for some idea that is intuitive for a large and varied group of people. The idea of composing something from smaller parts was a good candidate. Most children have probably created a cow by sticking four pins into a piece of clay. The composition of LEGO ® bricks into what Lego calls projects is an experience shared by many 10 (Fig. 5 ):
Ellen's Lego construction toy provides her with a bucketful of bricks of different shapes and colors. She picks them 9 https ://teol.ku.dk/skc/sab/citat er/. 10 one by one and joins them to compose her project. Ellen composes her program in the same way. The Lego bricks become her resource objects that represent things in her world. She picks them one by one and joins them to compose her project, which is her program. (See an animation of the process here: http://folk.uio.no/trygv er/theme s/Perso nal/Perso nalPr ogram ming.mp4)
Ellen's box of objects appears as icons in the window called "Resources" in Ellen's IDE ( Fig. 6, right ). She selects one by one and drags it into her workspace in the window called "Context" (Fig. 6 , left). She names it according to the Role it plays in her project and creates a road map by connecting it to other objects. The connections are client-server paths, as is assumed in most IoT communication standards. It is essential to understand that Ellen only works with objects. (Like everything else, collections of objects are objects too.) She doesn't know about classes and doesn't need them, so she leaves them to the experts.
Ellen first selects the smart loudspeaker that has replaced her old alarm clock on her bedside table. She picks it up, moves it into her project, and arbitrarily names it Wakerupper after the role it plays in her program. While a Lego brick is a dead chunk of plastic, Ellen's objects are smart; they can do anything a computer can do. So she augments the WAKERUPPER role with a RoleScript that tells it what she wants it to do for her: 11
WAKERUPPER>>wakeMe WAKERUPPER soundAlarm.
She tests it, and it works. Next, she needs a weather service, finds it in her box of objects, drags it in, names it, connects it up, and tells it what she wants it to do for her: 12 Finally, she selects a timer that will perform her program in the morning: 13
TIMER>>waitTillMorning
TIMER waitUntil: '06:00'. FORECASTER checkWeather.
That's it, the program is complete, and Ellen sets her alarm clock by activating its first RoleScript. 14 13 The Java equivalent is 14 My amateur video of the process is at http://folk.uio.no/trygv er/ theme s/Perso nal/Perso nalPr ogram ming.mp4.
Footnote 12 (continued)
The idea of role scripts is new to Ellen, and she might find it hard to grasp the concept. I have chosen to give Ellen a menu-driven input interface in the form of a two-level menu of code templates ( Fig. 7 ). It only requires her to be able to read the code, making it part of her passive vocabulary. A balloon text helps Ellen when the mouse hovers over a menu item.
A benefit of this form of visual programming is that Ellen can see the generated code and gradually include textual programming into her active vocabulary.
DCI is Ellen's mental model of computing
You may have noticed that Ellen's programming is far from conventional. Ellen's IDE brings modern human-computer interaction technologies to programming, and her IDE follows the MVC architectural pattern. The Model is invisible to Ellen; it consists of the fragments of code that, seen together during an execution, constitutes Ellen's program. Her three Views (Fig. 8 ) help her build her mental model while she uses them to create her alarm clock. An invisible Controller ties the Views together to create a coherent tool.
There is also a report generator that presents the program as a text. 15 A theater analogy helps Ellen internalize the DCI programming paradigm: Data objects are like actors; they may be working or "resting." The DCI Role is like the theater's "function assumed or part played by a person or thing in a particular situation." The DCI Context is like a stage where actors perform their Roles. The DCI Interaction is like the scripts for the actors' parts:
Oxford English Dictionary role: "Early 17th century: from French rôle, from obsolete French roule 'roll', referring originally to the roll of paper on which the actor's part was written"
In DCI, the roll of paper is called a RoleScript ( Fig. 9 ). 16 Actors play their roles together with other actors on a stage; objects play their Roles together with other objects in a Context. Actors receive signals that cue their behavior; Roles receive messages that cue their scripts.
Ellen's data
In Introduction, I argued for basing Ellen's mental model of computing on the Loke computer. Its crucial ground rule was "Everything is represented by an object," which means that Ellen's Data are objects and nothing but objects.
Ellen's Data objects are objects in her Loke. Each object provides a self-explanatory message interface that she draws upon to compose her program. Some are general service objects; others represent familiar things in her smart home. Objects can also be instances of personal classes. She can write such classes when she becomes more proficient, or an expert can write them for her.
Ellen's program needs to answer three questions:
• What are the objects? • How are they interconnected? • What do they do?
The questions are open-ended, and many professional programmers find it hard to answer them. [20] discuss various techniques that help them find good answers. It is easier for Ellen because all her objects are pre-defined, and her goal is to fulfill her needs here and now. The point is that she perceived a need, poked around in her catalog of existing objects to select those that could help her, and then composed a program that served her needs. This work is much more concrete than if she had to start from scratch and had to invent the objects. Ellen is only interested in what the objects can do for her, i.e., their provided interfaces. It is irrelevant to her if they are implemented with classes or in some other way.
Ellen's context
Personal programs involve more than one object that performs their Roles within the DCI Context. In the interaction diagram ( Fig. 8 upper left) , an ellipse represents a Role. An arrow represents a link, i.e., a communication path for passing messages.
In a theater, the director casts actors to play the roles. Similarly, Ellen casts objects to play the Roles of her alarm clock by moving objects into her Context. Ellen can map any object to a Role as long as it has the capabilities needed by that Role. For example, any weather service can play the forecaster Role in Ellen's program as long as it handles the expectedRainfall message correctly.
Ellen's selected weather service plays a Role in her smart alarm clock. This weather service can, in its turn, implement the expectedRainfall operation in another Context within its information system. In general, any object can play a Role in a Context. It follows that since a DCI Context is represented by an object, it can play a Role in an outer Context recursively. As a novice, Ellen will not see this code. An expert Loke programmer, let's call him Anton, will use Loke/expert to replace it with more sophisticated methods for mapping objects to Roles.
Ellen's new way of programming
The programming tool that I have shown here is Loke/ Novice, an experimental proof-of-concept implementation. I demonstrated the programming of a smart alarm clock to a farmer (my daughter). She had been using computers for many years but had never written a program. We were brainstorming some possible applications of Ellen's technology on her farm when she came with a pertinent observation: "This doesn't feel like programming at all." She was right, of course. Ellen's composition of her smart clock is closer to setting up a playlist in a music server than to programming in the conventional sense of the word. There is no self-contained source file and no discernible compilation stage. Instead, Ellen composed the requited objects in her Context and wrote RoleScripts to control the flow of messages that meets her needs ( Fig. 10 ).
The idea of RoleScripts is new to Ellen, and I endeavor to introduce her to it as smoothly as possible. I have chosen the Squeak default language for scripting because it is easy to read for the uninitiated. 17 It is hard to read for most The Squeak syntax for a message send is more informative:
fileDirectory copyFrom: paris to: london.
I give priority to the uninitiated and hope experts reading this will have the patience to decode my simple examples. More information about the Squeak language is on the Squeak home page. 18 LokeIDE is the programming interface for Loke. It caches Ellen's personal objects as well as some shared ones, and she adds more objects as needed. The addition extends the expressiveness of her language without changing her fundamental model of computing or even her IDE. I envisage that Ellen's mentors will make new objects with their message interfaces available to her as she needs them. When she gets more proficient, she may learn to do it herself.
Ellen's way of programming heralds a lifting of the universe of discourse from the hardware and the von Neumann machine to the human user and the universe of objects in Ellen's Loke computer. This fundamental advance is the theme of the next section.
Loke: the personal object computer
We are entering the connected society. Every thing, every person, and every Loke will be connected to a communication network. Some of these networks will be isolated; some will be connected through the Internet. An IoT is a network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances, and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and connectivity, which enables these things to exchange messages. 19 The Internet, with its connected IoTs, can be seen as a single, global machine consisting of a universe of communicating objects. It is an artifact created by hardware and software and has no physical or logical center. This single, global machine is still in its infancy. Nobody quite knows what it will ultimately look like or exactly what it will be used for. And nobody knows if it sooner or later will succumb under the increasing weight of its own complexity.
Personal distributed computing
The notion of personal distributed computing is not new. In the early 1970s, the Prokon project was part of a drive for participative work structures with decentralized command and control in business organizations [6, 14] . The idea was to mirror the organization's allocation of responsibility and competence in the distributed architecture of its information system. The immediate goal was to create a system that supported decentralized planning while maintaining overall control. The project introduced a vision of each manager owning a personal computer that they used for their personal tasks and for communicating with other managers (Fig. 11 ). Managers also delegated parts of their peer-to-peer communication to their computer: Anton asks questions, requests changes, or sends reports to other managers. When Kari's computer receives a request or report, she can accept or One of Anton's tasks is to create a plan for his department and to coordinate it with his colleague's plans. Different departments have different responsibilities: One can be responsible for designing a part, and another can be responsible for manufacturing it. They may make their plans in different ways, but both understand the logic of their personal planning program and ideally write it themselves.
From time to time, managers meet to synchronize their individual plans. Their personal computers are running below the table in Fig. 12 and communicate to support their owners who are negotiating personally above the table.
The Prokon project's main sponsor went bankrupt, and the project was abruptly terminated.
Concurrently with the Prokon project, the developments at Xerox PARC in the 1970s were on a different scale in creativeness, impact, and funding. 20 One of the prime movers in this development was Alan Kay with his Dynabook ideas [11, 12] and his concept of object orientation:
In computer terms, Smalltalk is a recursion on the notion of the computer itself. Instead of dividing "computer stuff" into things each less strong than the whole-like data structures, procedures, and functions which are the usual paraphernalia of programming languages-each Smalltalk object is a recursion on the entire possibilities of the computer. Thus its semantics are a bit like having thousands and thousands of computers all hooked together by a very fast network. Questions of concrete representation can thus be post-poned almost indefinitely because we are mainly concerned that the computers behave appropriately, and are interested in particular strategies only if the results are off or come back too slowly. Though it has noble ancestors indeed, Smalltalk's contribution is a new design paradigm-which I called object-oriented-for attacking large problems of the professional programmer, and making small ones possible for the novice user. Object-oriented design is a successful attempt to qualitatively improve the efficiency of modeling the ever more complex dynamic systems and user relationships made possible by the silicon explosion [13] .
Loke builds on Prokon's open structure of people and collaborations together with Kay's object orientation. Loke's objects include both the Squeak universe of objects and the objects found on the Net. It supersedes the von Neumann computer with an object computer and makes it personal like a smartphone. The result is Loke: A personal object computer.
Squeak, a variant of Smalltalk, is a universe of objects, and it is always executing. It mimics the emerging single, global machine in that both are universes of communicating objects. Both are always running and obey programs that are fragmented among participating objects that are identified at runtime: There is no identifiable program in closed form. The main difference between the two is that the global machine is an open system in the sense that its objects have an independent existence and ownership even when they are not connected to a Net. In contrast, a Squeak universe of objects is closed in the sense that its objects have no existence outside a Squeak execution.
Conceptually, Smalltalk (and Squeak) started its execution some time in the distant past, and my instance is a fork Fig. 13 A world of Lokes of that execution. The execution is paused when I store my objects (my image) in a file and is resumed when I load that file. The image file may be copied, and a new fork of the execution starts when that copy is loaded. The consequence is that Anton has not only his personal copy of the programs but also the exclusive ownership of his personal objects, programs, and execution thread.
The Loke conceptual model and machine
Loke was introduced in Introduction as a personal computer that results from merging the shared objects of the single, global machine with the personal objects of a Smalltalk/ Squeak fork. Figure 2 illustrates the merged objects of Loke; Fig. 13 shows a more detailed picture.
I have created Loke to be as intuitive as possible without loss of expressive power so that millions of users can use it without prior formal training in programming.
Loke is a universe of objects and nothing but objects. Every object has an immutable and globally unique identifier. Every object is characterized by its RESTful 21 message interface. An object is either shared or personal. The objects may have different owners, representations, and access restrictions. The conventional way of programming with its write code, compile, load, and run is replaced by select and modify Loke objects. There is no source code in its conventional, closed form.
Ellen refines her understanding of her Loke by programming it. Just as a smartphone user accumulates apps, Ellen accumulates a fund of personal and shared objects that cover her various domains of interest. It can be said that while a domain-specific language specializes a computer for a specific domain; Ellen's use of her Loke specializes it for her own domains, needs, and preferences.
DCI: The Loke programming paradigm
When Ellen programmed her smart alarm clock in Sect. 2.1, she started the clock with a menu command that sent a message to the timer Role in the Interaction. This message marked the transition from one frame of reference to another; From Squeak with its objects and methods and classes to DCI with its Contexts, Roles, and RoleScripts. Figure 14 illustrates how they form new levels of abstraction above Squeak. A Role can only send messages to itself, the Roles it is linked to, and the object it represents. Objects have no references to the Roles that play them. This restricted visibility is an essential feature of the DCI strong separation of concerns that shield Ellen from the idiosyncrasies of Squeak and the programming levels below it.
Reliability, security, privacy
There is an increasing concern about the reliability, security, and privacy for information systems in general and IoTs in particular [9] . My understanding of the multitude of challenges and solutions is almost nonexistent, but I can observe my own PC. My hardware is a von Neumann machine with its CPU and memory ( Fig. 1) . A program resides in the memory, and the CPU executes whatever it finds there; my PC is inherently unsafe. I use a popular operating system (OS) that has only two security levels: User and System. Various security measures wrap my von Neumann computer and OS with layers of protection. The protection can't be perfect since new security patches appear almost weekly. The weakness seems to be that intruders find cracks in the defenses and pollute the memory with malicious code that is faithfully executed by the CPU.
As an example, I once found that company X offered an exciting program for a free trial. During the downloading process, my OS asked: "Do you permit X to access your system?" I had to answer YES while wondering why X must be allowed to plant any malware into my system secretly and why a less comprehensive permission couldn't suffice. What I have is an intrinsic insecure CPU with a securitywise naïve OS on top of it. No wonder so many PCs (including mine) are infested with Trojans and other malware. (An alternative is to ignore the fascinating software offerings on the Web, of course.)
Loke goes to the root of the problem by superseding the van Neumann computer with the safer Object Computer alternative. Loke is designed to operate on an abstraction level immediately above the hardware, and ensembles of collaborating objects replace the OS. I defined the nature of the Loke object in Introduction: "Like a computer, an object is an entity that encapsulates state and behavior and has a globally unique identity." The encapsulation is the key: It theoretically separates the outside of an object from its inside. The outside is a possibly ignorant or evil world that can only access the object through its provided message interface. The inside can handle each incoming message as an inner sequence of messages passing through an ensemble of participating objects. The encapsulation provides a security barrier in every object as long as the encapsulation is the only path from the outside to the inside. The recursion and protection end when an incoming message is handled in some other way.
Bran Selic commented upon the sentence in italics above:
We discussed this earlier: I don't think you are making a good case for security in Loke, here's why: Most security breaches occur not through an API, but through backdoor access to the underlying machinery. For example, Anton could (maliciously or unintentionally) configure the resource dictionary to a malware device, which corrupts the Loke virtual machine. This is because, in high-level software systems, such as Loke, there is always another implicit interface: the interface between the application abstraction (e.g., a Loke Object) and the underlying software (e.g., virtual machine) or execution hardware that makes it work. It is typically in this lower layer that security traps are planted. Encapsulation only works for entities interacting with Loke objects within the Loke plane/abstraction level. Unfortunately, there is no encapsulation between a Loke object and its supporting hardware/software layers.
I am both naïve and ignorant in these matters, and Bran's arguments are convincing. Yet, I can't but wonder if there are limits to their validity. Currently, I use a computer with many installed applications that share much of their supporting hardware/software layers. I wonder if the threats would be the same if these applications were remote applications that used their separate supporting hardware/software layers? In other words: Can the addition of communication to our model of computing mitigate the problems? (I call it shifting from a CPU-centric to a communication-centric paradigm in Sect. 3.7.) I hope the answer is yes when I in Sect. 3.8 build a Loke computer as a kiosk that gives access to remote applications.
I have read somewhere that all developers of IoT-related programs should understand privacy, safety, and other issues. I believe the Ellens and Antons of this world will have more than enough with their own problems without taking on issues that should have been resolved in the infrastructure. Nevertheless, Loke must be able to handle exceptions without confusing its owner. A simple solution is to tell the user in a more or less humorous form that something went wrong, abort the execution, and send an error report to the Loke implementer. So Ellen may wake up at 10 o'clock in the morning in beautiful sunshine with an error message: I didn't wake you because something went wrong.
Programming by thinking
A prerequisite for program reliability is that the program does what it is supposed to do and nothing else. I wrote my first program in 1957 using a first-generation computer. My programs were only a few lines of binary code. Yet the programs were so complicated that I couldn't wrap my mind around them: They were unreadable. I embarked on my first major programming project in 1960. My old way of "programming by inspiration" clearly had to be replaced by something better. As I couldn't get a better mind, I had to look at my programming habits. I first considered "programming by testing" and wrote a short loop within a loop on the back of an envelope. Exhaustive testing of all possible executions would take a few hundred years, so I quickly abandoned this approach 22 and ended up with "programming by thinking": "Any method that prevents a programmer from writing code is a good method". 23 These considerations led to a simple architecture with a clear separation of concerns: A central database surrounded by application programs. Each application was further decomposed into small subroutines in a call tree. I could now wrap my mind around the whole and each of the parts separately. On this foundation, my team built Autokon, a 50.000 lines assembly program for the computer-aided design and manufacturing of ships. It was first deployed in 1963 and sold as a software product in 1965. The software was deployed on a multitude of different computers in most of the world's major shipyards and had relatively few bugs. Through the years, the program was extended with many new application programs within the same architecture.
Much later, Ellen programs her smart alarm clock according to the DCI paradigm, a paradigm for "programming by thinking." Her Data are stand-alone objects that were developed independently. The Contexts with their Roles, RoleScripts, and Interactions are orthogonal to the Data. In his master thesis, Hector A. Valdecantos found that the DCI programming paradigm, with its separation of concerns, helps to make the code more comprehensible and thus appear simpler than comparable Java code [19] . Other examples of using DCI to improve simplicity are Bluemke [1] and a DCI-structured program for managing book loans in a library. 24 In his 1991 Turing Award Lecture, Tony Hoare succinctly stated the value of simplicity:
"There are two ways of constructing a software design: One way is to make it so simple that there are obviously no deficiencies and the other is to make it so complicated that there are no obvious deficiencies. The first method is far more difficult." (Hoare [10])
Programming by collaboration
Peer review is a well-known technique for finding bugs early. I first read about it in a Byte Magazine of about 1969. The article argued for peer review of code as a very powerful method for removing deficiencies from a program while both the writers and reviewers of the code learn from the experience. 25 At the time of the Byte article, my team was creating a small program with a database-centric architecture and applications written in Fortran. The project progressed through weekly progress meetings, ensuring that the whole team assimilated the current version of the database schema and the program call tree.
The unit for review was the subroutine: The team assigned a subroutine to a team member who designed it, wrote the code, and passed it through the compiler to remove syntax errors. The routine then went back to the progress meeting that assigned it to another team member for review. The team tolerated and even expected that people make mistakes when coding. They also expected that the reviewer should find all of them. Hence, the reviewer was solely responsible for the correctness of the code, and the writer was out of the picture. No deficiencies were found in 3 out of 4 subroutines in unit testing. There were only minor bugs in the remaining routines. No defects were found during system testing or in the program's lifetime. 26 The process, with its peer review, was quite time-consuming with weekly progress meetings, reviews, and unit tests. Many projects do not have the time and human resources for such elaborate development processes, but they do find time for lengthy testing and rework.
We only did one experiment, and the program was very small. The experience was promising, and the team was motivated to try it out on a more extensive example. At the same time, we progressed from Fortran to object orientation. Code review was no longer feasible because we could no longer identify isolated chunks of code for review. Our only abstraction on objects was the class abstraction, and the only available chunks were class specifications. A class has dependencies in two dimensions: Up the class inheritance tree and across between the classes of collaborating instances. We could not find chunks of code that could be independently specified, written, reviewed, documented, and tested. We had to abandon peer review.
Software engineering is an exceptional branch of engineering. Engineering documentation is usually annotated with at least two signatures: Created by (date and initials) and Checked by (date and initials). Object-oriented programs can have the first signature, but they are unreadable and can't be checked. To quote the Design Patterns book [7] p. 22:
An object-oriented program's runtime structure often bears little resemblance to its code structure. The code structure is frozen at compile-time; it consists of classes in fixed inheritance relationships. "The runtime structure consists of rapidly changing networks of communicating objects …, it's clear that code won't reveal everything about how a system will work".
The consequence of this chilling observation is that mainstream programmers are left with "Programming by testing" as the standard way of programming. Furthermore, their code doesn't reveal everything about how their system will work.
Today, some 50 years after my first experience, code review is again feasible, and it would be interesting to use it for a real problem. We now have two abstractions on objects to identify chunks of code for review. The class abstraction gives chunks of code for the Data, i.e., stand-alone objects. The orthogonal Role abstraction gives independent chunks of code for the Role abstraction, i.e., system behavior. Peer review is again feasible. Dijkstra put it this way (Dijkstra [4] ):
If you want more effective programmers, you will discover that they should not waste their time debugging, they should not introduce the bugs to start with.
If we lift our eyes from coding to programming, our field of interest becomes much broader. Among other things, it includes the stakeholders:
A stakeholder is a person with an interest or concern in something especially a business. A stakeholder is someone who might be: • Using a system • Supporting a system • Realizing benefits from a system. • The organization or person paying for the system 27 This broad perspective on the process of programming is outside the scope of this article, and I refer interested readers to Coplien [2] .
We need a paradigm shift
The history of Western astronomy shows a series of paradigm shifts from the geocentric paradigm with its stationary Earth as the center of the Universe with its essential complexities. 28 Astronomy evolved via the heliocentric to the current distributed paradigm with its chunks of mass connected by gravity. What appeared as essential complexity in one paradigm was easily resolved in the next.
It is tempting to look for similar paradigm shifts in computing. Mainstream programming has based much of its theory and practice on the CPU-centric paradigm exemplified by the von Neumann machine. To me, a memory-centric paradigm came in 1960 with the Autokon central database [14] . The solution was obvious, and there must have been many similar initiatives without me being aware of them.
It is time to realize that the first two paradigms do not meet our current challenges: We are plagued with immensely large, complex, and insecure systems that long ago left the realm of human understanding. A recent example: Customers found that their bank charged them twice for the same transaction. Several weeks after the problem was discovered, the bank publicly admitted that they still didn't understand how the problem could arise: The complexity of their system was clearly beyond human comprehension. The bank has a staff of very competent experts, but they need a better foundation for modeling and implementing their sophisticated requirements.
Computers can transform, store, and communicate data (Fig. 15 ). The essence of the CPU-centric paradigm is that computers are primarily used to transform data; they compute. The essence of the memory-centric paradigm is that computers are primarily used to store data; they organize applications around a shared database. The essence of the communication-centric paradigm is that computers are primarily used to exchange messages with other computers to make them collaborate to achieve a common goal. It is worth noting that while the astronomers' new paradigms replace the old, the new computing paradigms extend the old as illustrated in the figure.
It is time to heed Tony Hoare's plea for simplicity and achieve a better way of separating concerns. Mainstream programming should embrace the communication-centric paradigm as its fundamental model of what computing is all about. It is exemplified by the object computer that is the foundation for this article, and even MVC belongs here with its Model and the user interface as communicating entities.
The communication-centric paradigm has been on the horizon for many years. I first met it in Prokon's idea of distributed computers [15] , but there must have been many other initiatives. A newer example is Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) that, in essence, is communication-centric. It didn't meet with immediate success, possibly because people tried to apply it within the CPU-centric paradigm where it doesn't belong. There are many other examples such as distributed computing. 29 And of course, DCI and the IoT itself are, by definition, communication-centric.
The dream of a Loke computer
The original idea was that the Loke computer should be a piece of hardware that, like Alan Kay's Dynabook [11, 12] , should cater to all its owner's computing needs. The computer was to be self-contained and includes the hardware and software needed to run a Loke personal computer. I have dropped this idea. Potential users like Ellen depend on her smartphone in her daily life. She uses it for many purposes ranging from paying for her groceries to finding the meaning of the word astrobleme. It is not practicable to reprogram all these services on a dedicated Loke device. The first Loke device must, therefore, be like an existing smart device augmented with Loke.
Ellen owns many devices, and she wants to run her Loke on all of them. Loke should, therefore, be deployed as a remote application on a suitable server:
A remote application is an application delivery solution wherein the actual application is installed on a central server and is used from a remote device. The end user receives screenshots of the application while being able to provide a keyboard, thumb tap, and mouse inputs. Remote apps have many names: remote application, server-client apps, app remoting, application virtualization, and virtual apps. The RDP protocol is one of the more popular protocols used to transmit data from the datacenter-hosted application to the remote devices. 30 Ellen may still own a Dynabook-like device and use it to access any available program on the net, including her personal Loke. The device will be like a program kiosk:
"Kiosk software is the system and user interface software designed for an interactive kiosk or Internet kiosk enclosing the system in a way that prevents user interaction and activities on the device outside the scope of execution of the software" 31 Some of the resources on the Net are apps that are intended for human use, such as drawing programs, word processors, and Web browsers. Other resources are intended for machine-to-machine (M2M) use and can appear as Resource Icons on the Loke IDE desktop. Ellen can use her Loke to create and deploy new resource objects that are either personal or shared and that are intended for human or machine use.
A Loke device only needs a minimal operating system such as a microkernel 32 or Squeak itself. This will significantly reduce its vulnerability to malicious attacks as will the security barriers between the kiosk and remote applications. The Loke device is a shell; everything happens somewhere else.
Teaching children computing
There is a widespread interest in teaching children about computers and programming, ranging from the voluntary "teach the kids coding" initiatives to its formal inclusion in school curricula. For example, the UK government has established a National curriculum in England: computing programmes of study 33 that specifies a mandatory course covering a child's 11 years of schooling.
Common to many of these initiatives is that the solitaire computer is at the center of attention; the programming of communicating machines is usually missing. It's as if the education of drivers should focus on the construction of the automobile without mentioning traffic.
I believe the initiatives start on the wrong foot by being unduly abstract and alien to the human mind. Compare with Ellen's programming by composition. Ellen need not follow a set curriculum, but she learns more when she needs more. She will progress from Loke/Novice to Loke/Expert as she gains experience with Loke programming. More important will be to integrate personal programming in general and Loke in particular with her different school subjects. Helped by her teacher, Ellen will use her Loke to build executable models of the subject matter, using available resource objects to fill in the details. A limiting factor to the teaching of conventional programming has been the lack of teachers 29 https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Distr ibute d_compu ting. 30 https ://www.paral lels.com/blogs /ras/remot e-appli catio n-overv iew/. 31 https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Kiosk _softw are#Secur ity_featu res. 32 https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Micro kerne l. 33 https ://www.gov.uk/gover nment /publi catio ns/natio nal-curri culum -in-engla nd-compu ting-progr ammes -of-study /natio nal-curri culum -inengla nd-compu ting-progr ammes -of-study . with relevant competence. The low entry threshold of programming by composition significantly reduces this problem, and teachers can learn while they teach.
Ellen's programming of a smart alarm clock is a straightforward example that illustrates Loke's fundamental concepts in a simple presentation. At the other extreme is Hans Rosling's TED presentation: The best stats you've ever seen. 34 Rosling created this presentation by merging available world statistics with sophisticated graphics presentation tools. An expert like Anton should be able to compose a similar presentation from the same resources in his Loke, thus learning about the world through exploring official statistics.
Developers of school curricula will be offered a new dimension in teaching: Learning by modeling and exploring [11, 12] .
Further work
I see no reason to modify Loke's conceptual model. Its current implementation, BabyIDE, has been "programmed by inspiration," and its architecture and code leave much to be desired. The current BabyIDE is an alpha version. It lacks several important features but suffices for a proof of concept as it supports the two essential Loke illusions:
• The Loke memory appears as a uniform universe of objects independently of the diversity of their locality, access mechanisms, and implementation details. • All messages are handled the same way independently of the protocol used for message transmission and the nature of the receiver.
BabyIDE is theoretically secure against certain attacks, but it has to be re-implemented to carry this over to practice. The current implementation has the features needed for advanced Loke programming, such as re-implementing BabyIDE itself. The implementation has the hooks required for distributed programming, but this can't be demonstrated since BabyIDE is not yet connected to a Net.
I hope somebody will make a beta version available to anybody who has the courage and interest to be on the bleeding edge of the development. This version should be based on a re-implemented BabyIDE. Its opening screen will look something like Fig. 6 , and the many Squeak facilities will be hidden in the manner of Etoys. 35 The re-implemented BabyIDE will still run in my old version of Squeak 36 and must be ported to the latest version.
Related work
If everything I have learned through 60 years of programming were to be collected in a book, what I do not know would need a vast library. I am only too aware that I have missed essential initiatives and offer my sincere apologies for not having discovered them. Below is some related work that I have found.
Realizations of the DCI paradigm

Cope's trygve language
The DCI programming paradigm has been reified by James O.Coplien (Cope) in a research language he calls trygve:
• The trygve language is just one part of a system design that supports end-user mental models. In the end, trygve's main contribution is to the left-brained side of computation-the enactment of scripts. Users still engage their right brain during program enactment, but in modern computing, such activity is usually associated with the visual cortex. Identifying the proper entities (objects) happens on the screen, and Model-View-Controller (MVC) has been designed as the bridge between the end user and computer in that regard. MVC and trygve can powerfully be combined to provide the most expressive links between the end user and the machine. 37
The source code of a trygve program has the following structure: 35 
Actor model
The actor model in computer science is a mathematical model of concurrent computation that treats "actors" as the universal primitives of concurrent computation. In response to a message that it receives, an actor can: make local decisions, create more actors, send more messages, and determine how to respond to the next message received. Actors may modify their own private state, but can only affect each other indirectly through messaging (obviating lock-based synchronization). 41 Many people find it hard to wrap their minds around parallel processes, and this reduces the applicability of the actor model for Ellen and Anton. Maybe the Actors Model will become the Turing machine of the communication-centric paradigm?
Extensions of mainstream languages
The DCI paradigm has been realized as constructs in many mainstream languages such as Ruby, C++, Scala, and Java. 42 There are obvious advantages to using a mainstream language. A disadvantage is that the DCI concepts are not part of the language, and its advanced features have to be stressed to the utmost. The result is that the code isn't as clearly organized as the BabyIDE code. Nevertheless, the application of DCI with some of these languages has shown improved program architectures compared to the conventional alternatives. The trygve syntax is somewhat like Java, but its semantics is based on DCI. It has two important keywords, context and role, that have their DCI meaning. The trygve source code is a text that declares the program as a whole. This makes it possible for the compiler to analyze the program and support its typing system.
Rune Funch's Marvin language
Marvin is a programming language that Rune designed with DCI in mind. It builds heavily on C#. The first versions of Marvin can be seen as extensions to C#, where versions in the road map will most likely reshape some of the fundamentals to provide even better support for DCI. 38
Other initiatives
ObjectTeams
Stephan Hermann's ObjectTeams 39 has a concept similar to the DCI Role, but they wrap the role-player in a separate object. This means that a role-playing object has at least two identities: The identity of the object itself and the identity of the wrapper. ObjectTeams thus violates the definition of an object in the Loke Role abstraction: "An object is an entity with an immutable and globally unique identifier." The dual identity may cause object schizophrenia problems that are hard to track down. 40
Interplanetary file system (IPFS)
The Interplanetary File System (IPFS). It's a peer-topeer (p2p) file-sharing system that aims to change the way information fundamentally is distributed across & beyond the globe. IPFS consists of several innovations in communication protocols and distributed systems that have been combined to produce a file system like no other. So to understand the full breadth and depth of what IPFS is trying to achieve, it's important to understand the tech breakthroughs that make it possible. 43 Loke may use something like this to store Ellen's personal data.
Microservices
Microservices are a software development techniquea variant of the service-oriented architecture (SOA) architectural style that structures an application as a collection of loosely coupled services. In a microservices architecture, services are fine-grained, and the protocols are lightweight. The benefit of decomposing an application into different smaller services is that it improves modularity. It makes the application easier to understand, develop, test, and become more resilient to architecture erosion It parallelizes development by enabling small autonomous teams to develop, deploy and scale their respective services independently It also allows the architecture of an individual service to emerge through continuous refactoring Microservicebased architectures enable continuous delivery and deployment. 44 Microservices appear to be like primitive objects, and their fine grain and lightweight protocols could make them useful as resource objects in Loke.
Trusted platform module
In Sect. 3.8, I assumed that a Loke device would need hardware support to achieve the required security and privacy. The Trusted Platform Module seems to provide what's needed:
• Trusted Platform Module (TPM, also known as ISO/IEC 11889) is an international standard for a secure cryptoprocessor, a dedicated microcontroller designed to secure hardware through integrated cryptographic keys. • The primary scope of TPM is to assure the integrity of a platform. In this context, "integrity" means "behave as intended," and a "platform" is any computer device regardless of its operating system. It is to ensure that the boot process starts from a trusted combination of hardware and software and continues until the operating system has fully booted and applications are running. • Discrete TPMs are dedicated chips that implement TPM functionality in their own tamper-resistant semiconductor package. They are theoretically the most secure type of TPM because the routines implemented in hardware should be more resistant to bugs versus routines implemented in software, and their packages are required to implement some tamper resistance. • An example of TPM use for platform integrity is the Trusted Execution Technology (TXT), which creates a chain of trust. It could remotely attest that a computer is using the specified hardware and software. 45
If this then that (IFTTT)
IFTTT is an early commercial product in the emerging era of communication-centric programming: 46 "IFTTT is a free platform that helps you do more with all your apps and devices." Figure 16 shows the architecture of an applet, an IFTTT program fragment. The boxes represent resource objects called services. They come in two flavors: triggers and actions. A trigger service creates webhooks (custom callbacks) in response to some outside events such as the arrival of a new book in a library or a weather service observing the onset of rain.
An action service is an object that, like a resource object, responds to the messages in its provided interface. Some services can act as both triggers and actions. To create an applet, the programmer selects a trigger service and links it to an action service, as shown in the figure. The IFTTT product is owned and marketed by IFTTT Inc. Its main contribution to the realization of the object computer is the number of vendors who have made their products usable as services in the IFTTT environment. IFTTT Inc. claims to have connected IFTTT to more than 600 services including Amazon Alexa, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Fitbit, Slack, and more. 47 It is not clear to me if these adaptions are proprietary or if they are open and available to Loke IFTTT is conceptually simple and is easy to learn for its target group. Currently, I have only seen the one programming construct; there is apparently no sequence and no loop. As I see it, IFTTT gives an early glimpse of programming under the communication-centric paradigm, but there is much more to come.
Industry 5.0
Industry 5.0 is a term used to denote the current stage in a long string of industrial production technologies. It started with what's now called Industry 1.0; the technologies made possible by the first industrial revolution. We have now reached a next step that includes the human as an essential part of industrial production. This introduction to Industry 5.0, a conference organized by the European Economic and Social Committee, 48 says what it is all about:
The fourth industrial revolution, or Industry 4.0, is characterized by the integration of smart, connected, and autonomous digital and physical technologies like IoT and robotics. While this presents a range of benefits and opportunities, studies show that many remain worried of robots taking their jobs. This is why this conference on Industry 5.0 is relevant as it can shed light on how we can better integrate people into a society based more and more on digital technologies. While some see Industry 4.0 as wasting human problem-solving skills, value-adding human creativity, and the critical and exclusively human ability to deeply understand customers, Industry 5.0 is focused on combining human beings' creativity and craftsmanship with the speed, productivity and consistency of robots. Industry 5.0 means to better appreciate the cooperation between robotics and human beings by combining their diverging strengths, in order to create a more inclusive and human-centred future. This conference will feature two discussion panels that will touch upon topics such as:
The technology behind industry 5.0, which can help human beings and robotics to work better together. This entails learning more about collaborative robotics and human-machine interface.
Most of the robots will be probably be delivered as RESTful servers or similar, while some may provide special-purpose machine-to-machine (M2M) languages for robotic collaboration. It seems to me that the concept of the object computer can tie the robotics and the human participants together in a common frame of reference. Further, the human participants can configure and program their system using personal programming.
Summary and conclusion
This article is about people and their objects. The reasons are twofold. First, my research has always been aimed at the human users of my results. Some of them are programmers, and some are from other walks of life. Second, my mental frame of reference 49 for computing is based on objects: System memory is distributed among objects, and system behavior takes the form of messages flowing between them. The word "object" occurs more than 300 times in the article's ~ 20 pages, and the word "subclass" no times.
A mental frame of reference is deep-seated, usually subconscious, and very hard to change. I have only changed my computing frame of reference twice during my 60 years of programming. The first was in 1968 when Edsger Dijkstra "considered the goto-statement harmful." To me, with ten years of professional programming behind me, it sounded like pure nonsense. But I looked back on my code and found it confusing and unreadable. So maybe Dijkstra had a point? (He usually had.) It took me six months of hard and very traumatic work to make the transition. One day my brain suddenly clicked over. Before the click, a program was a sequence of instructions. Suddenly, a program became a structure of modules, and the old frame of reference was gone. I no longer needed the goto and have never missed it.
The second change came gradually and without me being aware of it. It was triggered by my end users needing distributed personal computers in the Prokon project. The objectbased frame of reference has grown unobtrusively in my mind, but I haven't expressed it explicitly until this article. A system is a universe of objects and nothing but objects. System memory is distributed among the objects. System behavior is a flow of messages through the objects. I found it implemented in Smalltalk when I came to Xerox PARC as a visiting scientist in 1978. Smalltalk is a universe of objects, an image. System state is distributed among the objects; system behavior takes the form of messages flowing from object to object. The first concrete outcome of my object thinking was MVC ("so obvious that it wasn't worth writing about"). Later came role modeling, DCI, and Loke.
It came as a complete surprise to me that to the majority of the folks at PARC, object orientation was about classes, not objects. An example is in the CRC cards, a popular tool for brainstorming and teaching program design. The cards (usually index cards) are divided into three fields: Class, Responsibilities, and Collaborators. The tool's fundamental flaw is its confusion of class and instance: Classes do not collaborate, their instances do. I hear people say: "This class sends a message to that class." It makes me shudder. It is fundamentally wrong and may block the speaker's chance of ever internalizing an object-based frame of reference.
My hard-earned experience with the difficulty of changing my own frame of reference is the motivation of the second sentence in this article: (Expert programmers may find papers and articles that are better tuned to their needs.) I have aimed the article at laypeople who have no ingrained frame of reference for programming.
I have the audacity to claim that a mental frame of reference based on objects is closer to a common human mindset than a CPU-based frame can be. I suggest you first look at the von Neumann model in Fig. 1 and observe how it invites the notion of a program being an abstract sequence of instructions. Then, look at Ellen's programming interface in Fig. 6 and see that Ellen can construe its symbols as concrete components in her program composition. (I have no illustration of a class hierarchy, but hope you see the point.)
Loke's conceptual foundation was briefly summarized in Introduction and was discussed in detail in the body of the article. It is all very simple and almost obvious to a mind with an object-based frame of reference:
• The object is an entity that encapsulates state and behavior. The encapsulation separates the object into an outside and an inside. Its outside is visible to its environment and is known by its immutable and globally unique identity. It can respond to a set of messages called its provided interface. It can also send messages to objects in its environment through their required interfaces. These interfaces are the glue that makes it possible to combine them into an object computer, or what Kelly called the great global machine. The inside of the object, hidden behind the encapsulation barrier, contains the implementation of the behavior triggered by incoming messages. The implementation may be realized by classes, by Fortran and assembly programs, or by huge systems like the meteorologists' weather forecasting models. No wonder classes are of secondary importance to Ellen. She will only need them if she wants to create her own resource objects. Most of the objects are, of course, found on the Web or provided by the vendors of her smart things. • Model-View-Controller (MVC) mandates a simple structure of objects that bridge the gap between the human mind and the computer. The Model is an object or structure of objects that faithfully reflects Ellen's mental model of the subject matter. One or more Views transform the abstract Model to a form that Ellen can intuit; this usually means some well-known presentation like a diagram or a text. (Years ago, I created a movie clip View that showed the message flow during an execution, but never an audio View.) The Controller sets up the Views and coordinates shared functionality like selection. • Data-Context-Interaction (DCI) is a new paradigm for the separation of concerns in computer programming. The Data are quite simply stand-alone objects. The Context 50 is an artifact where Ellen musters the objects she needs to realize a use case. She composes them into a structure of communicating objects and names them according to the role they will be playing. The Interaction augments the participating objects with scripts that control their collaboration.
During the development of this article, the critical importance of privacy and security in our society has grown exponentially. Evil penetrators badly hit even the most sophisticated of organizations. It appears to be a never-ending war between good and evil, and the evil seems to be winning. I won't even dream of taking on this problem that is challenging the best brains in our profession. But Ellen is my responsibility, and I might be able to help her. Perhaps, I can build on the work of the experts and create a Loke device that is exceptionally resistant to attacks. I speculated on ways and means in Sect. 3.8. The main security barrier is the encapsulation barrier between the outside and inside of an object: An evil outside can only reach the inside through its message interface, always assuming that there are no security holes in a possibly shared supporting software. I suggested a distributed solution so that Loke could run on its private copy of the supporting software. Ellen's personal Loke became a kiosk, and I pushed the responsibility for its security and privacy onto the service providers. I'm an ignoramus when it comes to security and privacy but would like to explore if a distributed object model may help mitigate the challenges.
I wrote in Introduction that Loke was an ongoing project. It remains to report where it stands at the time of writing. I have built BabyIDE-1, a proof-of-concept implementation of Loke. Embedded in this implementation is a conceptual model of Loke for exploration and experimentation. I regard Loke qua conceptual model as completed. The model underpins its inherent security and privacy and sustains its object and message models.
Loke qua a computer program leaves much to be desired. It has been "programmed by inspiration" and has served as my software laboratory. The conceptual model and Ellen's IDE have been shaped through experimental programming in this laboratory. This implementation is adequate for a demonstration of simple personal programming: "Ellen wants to create a smart alarm clock, and she programs it through a GUI that is adapted to her competence, needs, and preferences." The implementation has been used to demonstrate how Ellen, a novice, programs her smart alarm clock. Half a dozen informal demonstrations to laypeople indicated that they immediately grasped the idea of objects representing tangible things in their environment. They were creative in identifying personal opportunities for Loke and sketching out the flow of messages that could implement them. Interestingly, two trained programmers watching the demonstration appeared to be well served with their current technology and did not see the point of Loke.
Loke qua programming environment is still in its infancy: It is not connected to a net, and most notably, its inherent security and privacy properties have not been realized in practice. A future Loke machine embedded in its own hardware can achieve Loke's security and privacy and will be connected to the Net in a client-server architecture.
The development of Loke has been a one-man project since I started it in 2015 as a continuation of the work reported in [17] . An advantage of being alone was that it was easy to drop one line of research at any time and start afresh on a new one (a frequent occurrence). The disadvantage was that it is limited to what a single person can do.
I am a nonagenarian and lack the necessary time and energy for bringing Loke to fruition. The time is ripe for scaling up the project with more people and better funding. So I'm searching for an innovator who will identify with the goal and realize its potential.
In the late 1970s, I implemented the first program with an MVC architecture. It later transpired that this implementation could be seen as a conceptual model of the human use of computers. Maybe that in the future, it will transpire that Loke can be seen as a conceptual model of the human use of connected things.
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Appendix 1: ProkonPlan, an example
Anton is the manager of a design department. His plans are in the form of activity networks where an activity represents a task that needs to be done. An activity has a specified duration, it cannot start before all its predecessor activities are completed, and it must end before any of its successor activities can start. Other managers are responsible for other activities. Anton works with a personal fragment of the overall plan. His peers publish activity objects that Anton connects to, and Anton publishes activity objects that they can connect to. Prokon/Plan is an activity network planning application that Anton can use for his personal fragment. Even if this is a centralized demo program without connection to other fragments, it illustrates the kind of program that Anton could use in a distributed environment. The application's user interface has five panes, as shown in Fig. 17: 1. Identifies the program version and offers a menu for triggering various operations on the model (use cases). 2. Shows the properties of the selected activity, UI-Ctx, and allows them to be edited. (Notice that selections are synchronized; activity UI-Ctx is selected in all views simultaneously.) achieved by using well-known graphic languages for the Views so that the user readily intuits them. The views thus bridge the gap between the human mind and the Model. The classes are DependencyView, Activ-itySymbol, DependencyLine, Activity-TextView, and BlurbView.
• View-context projection. The behavior of a View is to retrieve data from the Model and use the information to paint the View. There are many intricate coordinate calculations involved, and it enhances readability to separate them out in their respective Contexts: Dependency-DisplayCtx, GanttDisplayCtx, and Resour-ceDisplayCtx. There are also Contexts for user input: AddActivityCtx and AddDependencyCtx; they trigger their respective Model-Context RoleScripts. • Controller-data projection. The Controller creates the ProkonPlan window in Fig. 17 with its Views, and it is responsible for the selection mechanism. I only use DCI when it leads to more straightforward and readable code. The Controller is here regular class-oriented Squeak code because it seemed to be an overkill to separate state and behavior here. Consequently, there is no Controller-Context projection. There is one class: Controller.
A report generator has printed the ProkonPlan program on a file. 52 The report clearly illustrates how the MVC/DCI separation of concerns leads to almost independent projections where each projection is separately written, reviewed, and tested. The exception is the selection mechanism that goes across many projections and is implemented in classoriented code.
The loop for traversing all the activities is the responsibility of the plan Role ( Fig. 18 A final remark: In Fig. 17 , pane 5, we see that the UI-Ctx activity is to be performed by Joe in weeks 2 and 3 and finished by Ava in week 4. This is probably not the desired allocation but rather a side effect of the default ResourceAllocationCtx algorithm. While simple algorithms compute front-and back-loading, the optimal allocation of resources depends on local circumstances. I suggest that managers should personally tune this algorithm to get an acceptable plan. This is feasible because the script is wholly contained within a single Context, the ResourceAllocationCtx.
Appendix 2: BabyIDE, the Loke integrated development environment
BabyIDE is an implementation of the Loke conceptual model as well as Loke/Expert. The DCI programming paradigm forms the foundation of the IDE, and it provides browsers for each of its Data, Context, and Interaction kinds of projections. The browsers appear as overlays in a shared window. The browsers carry their own state so that work in a browser can be suspended and resumed at will. The browsers are:
• Data: The Data Class browser is for working with personal Resource classes. • Context: The Context Class browser is for editing a Context as a class. A Context class declares the provided interface that triggers the execution of a system operation (use case). It also declares the private methods that bind Roles to objects during the execution of an operation. • Interaction: The Interaction browser is for editing the interaction diagram with its Roles and the links between them. It also supports creating and editing the Role-Scripts that drive the collaboration of the Roles when they perform an operation.
The shared window of all BabyIDE browsers
All BabyIDE/expert browsers occupy the same area in the same window on the screen (Fig. 19 ):
1. This button closes the window. 2. A menu button, its commands are:
• Remove this app from the system. • Change the app that is handled by this IDE.
• Add a new projection. (Not implemented) • Export this operation as a read-only HTML file. 53 3. The application is BBa11PP, Ellen's Smart Alarm clock.
(The obscure BBa11 name prefix is used to get around the lack of namespaces in Squeak. It confuses the code, and I have hidden it in this article whenever practicable.)
The data class browser
Any object with a globally unique identity and a RESTful 54 message interface can play a Role in a Context. The personal classes are resource classes that are specific for the current operation. They are edited in the Data projection. The panes in the Data class browser are numbered in Fig. 20:   4 . The selected projection is Data.
The class list shows the personal Data classes.
BBa11MetOffice is selected. The classes are personal resource classes specifically declared for the current operation. Other classes and services are handled elsewhere. 6. A multi-select presentation filter that shows the superclasses of the selected class. 7. A multi-select presentation filter that shows the method categories of the selected classes. By convention, the API methods form the provided interface of the resource. 8 . A list of methods in the selected method categories. The expectedRainfall method is selected. 9. A code pane for editing the Squeak code of the selected method. Note the difference between a BabyIDE Role-Script and a Squeak method. The first is a property of a Role, and the second is a property of an object.
The context class browser
A Context instance (aka a Maestro) forms the environment for the execution of RoleScripts. A Context Class Browser is used to edit the properties of the Maestro. Its panes are shown in Fig. 21:   4 . The projection is Context. 5. A list of Contexts, EllenAlarmCtx is selected. A button toggles to the Interaction browser. 6. A multi-select presentation filter that shows the superclasses of the selected context class. 7. A multi-select presentation filter that shows the method categories of the selected classes. The Role binding category is selected. By convention, the API category is reserved for the provided message interface of this Context, i.e., the use cases implemented by this Context. 8. A list of methods in the selected method categories.
There is one method for each Role in the Role binding category; it binds the Role programmatically to a resource object. forecaster is selected. The Role binding methods are always executed together as one atomic operation to ensure consistency. 9. A code pane for editing the selected method, the language is Squeak's default language for methods.
The interaction browser
The Interaction browser (Fig. 22) is where the programmer specifies how a BabyIDE realizes a use case as a network of collaborating objects. This projection answers three critical questions for the operation:
• What are the objects? A Role identifies a participating object and is a placeholder that gives the object a name at compile time. The Role is bound to the object at runtime. • How are they interlinked? The programmer answers this question by linking the Roles in the interaction Diagram. • What do they do? The programmer answers this question by augmenting selected Roles with RoleScripts. The BabyIDE runtime system creates the illusion that these scripts augment the role-playing objects at runtime. In reality, the augmentation is virtual, and the objects remain untouched. properties with its objects and their relationships. The reader can also explore Loke's dynamic properties by studying program creation and execution. This appendix is a linearized, commented, and simplified projection of the Loke model. Alan Kay pointed out the difference between the two media 57 :
The ability to 'read' a medium means you can access materials and tools generated by others. The ability to 'write' in a medium means you can generate materials and tools for others. You must have both to be literate. In print writing, the tools you generate are rhetorical; they demonstrate and convince. In computer writing, the tools you generate are processes; they simulate and decide.
The first version of BabyIDE as a conceptual model is completed: BabyIDE, as an interactive development environment, is still in its infancy. I use it for demonstrating Ellen's smart alarm clock and for programming example applications such as ProkonPlan. Ellen's programming interface, BabyIDE/ novice, is simpler and consists of the two Squeak windows shown in the screen dump of Fig. 23 . On the right is the Resources window. It is like the desktop of a smartphone with its icons for cached resources. On the left is the Baby-IDE window where Ellen composes her program.
A side remark and confession: This first version of BabyIDE has been programed "by inspiration"
and is neither bug-free nor easy to read. Being a one-man team, I had to suspend working with the BabyIDE program (fun) in order to write this article (a bore).
collection, stack, compiler, and service. Every object is an instance of a class (also represented by an object). Squeak's many programming tools such as the Inspector and Class Browser give excellent support for thinking and programming in the class abstraction. The Squeak Reverse Engineering (SRE) tools support a programmer and untangle I'm a nonagenarian; my priorities are mandated by nature. The next step is to use the current BabyIDE to create an elegant, bug-free, and readable second BabyIDE that conforms to the DCI programming paradigm.
Loke, BabyIDE, Squeak, and Smalltalk are universes of objects and nothing but objects. For example, my Squeak universe of objects (my Squeak image) was a tangle of some 470.000 objects when I made the screen dump. They represent information of various kinds such as message, string, the tangle of objects by providing tools for creating snapshots of runtime object structures in the role abstraction 5859 :
• SRE Execution Tracer. Object>>traceRM:levels:
is like Transcript>> show: with the addition of the oop that identifies the receiver and a dump of the stack to a specified Depth (Fig. 27 ). I use it to describe the execution of Ellen's smart alarm in subsection "The BabyIDE execution stack for Ellen's demo". • SRE Object Inspector. A class is a partial description of its instances: Partial, because the description is fragmented between superclasses and also because the class neither discloses the state nor identity of its instances. The SRE Object Inspector shows the state and behavior of an object. The state is shown as the instantaneous value of its instance variables. The behavior is the methods found in its flattened class hierarchy. Figure 26 is an example. • SRE Context Browser. The essence of object orientation is that objects collaborate to achieve a goal. The Context Browser is used to plot an instantaneous substructure of collaborating objects in an object diagram. As an example, Fig. 24 shows an object that is an instance of a class that is the subclass of another class, etc. A rectangle represents an object. The first text line shows the object's Squeak identifier, [oop], followed by the object's name if any. The optional second line starts with a colon followed by the name of the object's class. An arrow in the diagram shows a message path that represents an instance or computed variable. Notice the difference between the concrete SRE as is reverse engineering documentation and abstract models like UML diagrams. 60
BabyIDE objects
BabyIDE uses personal and shared resource objects as servers in client-server architectures where Loke is the client and where the servers are objects offering RESTful, self-explanatory interfaces. 61 A standard like the Univer-sally_unique_identifier (UUID) 62 is expected to provide a unique identifier for each and every object in the world. In BabyIDE, they are accessed through instances of a UUID subclass:
Object subclass: #UUID instanceVariableNames: 'resource'
Class comment:
An instance of this class represents a personal or shared object. Subclasses specialize the class for different access technologies; they specify how to trigger the object's operations and how to access its properties.
Subclasses of UUID implement RESTful message interfaces that include apiMenuList and balloonText:
Notice that instances of UUID are not wrappers but objects that know how to access the features of their resource whatever its access mechanism.
BabyIDE maintains a cache of personal and shared objects in a global dictionary: [2898]ResourceDic-tionaryUUID. The objectDiagram in Fig. 25 shows the structure of this Dictionary. The Dictionary keys are Univer-sally_unique_identifiers and are visible as icons in the user's window. 63 The Dictionary values represent RESTful servers and are instances of a UUID subclass.
Ellen's personal objects are accessed through instances of UUSmalltalk, a subclass of UUID. The resource instance variable is the sole instance of a ResourceObject subclass. 64 Instances of other subclasses will identify shared objects, and their substructures may be different. In the future, vendors of shared objects will probably supply meta-information with their IoT products in a form that can be automatically converted to a subclass of UUID. Fig. 27 The stack as printed in the transcript 60 https ://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.5.1/PDF. 61 https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Repre senta tiona l_state _trans fer. 62 UUID: https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/Unive rsall y_uniqu e_ident ifier . 63 For the purposes of this document, they are simple Squeak Symbols; #clock, #speaker, and #weather. 64 BabyIDE has to be slightly modified if a ResourceObject class shall have more than one instance. Figure 26 shows an SRE Object Inspector on Ellen's #clock resource. The bottom-left pane shows a multiselect presentation filter with the class and superclasses. Classes UUID and UUsmalltalk are selected and coalesced for the rest of the inspection. The bottom-right pane shows the method categories of the coalesced classes in a multi-select presentation filter, accessing is selected.
BabyIDE personal objects
The middle-left pane shows their accessing methods. send:withArgs: is selected; its code is shown in the middle-right pane. The coalesced instance variables are listed in the upper-left pane. The upper-right pane shows the value of the selected variable, here the [184]: a Time object.
We see from Fig. 25 that like all personal objects, class Time is ultimately a subclass of ResourceObject:
The BabyIDE execution stack for Ellen's demo
As is the case for most variants of object-oriented languages, a BabyIDE execution takes the form of a stream of messages flowing through participating objects. I used the SRE traceRM:levels: tool to capture a trace of the stack at the point in the execution where the WAKERUPPER sounds the alarm:
WAKERUPPER >>wakeMe
WAKERUPPER traceRM: 'traceRM' levels: 50. WAKERUPPER soundAlarm.
When the execution of Ellen's demo reaches this stage, the stack is 15 deep and is printed in the Transcript, Squeak's standard output window (Fig. 27) .
Smalltalk, and thus Squeak, has many advanced features such as its inherent reflection and the concrete realization of its own conceptual model. For example, I could print the above list because the stack is an accessible linked list of stack frames. I will comment on each of the stack frames and begin at the bottom of the stack: the start of the execution. All message sends in the Role abstraction are handled by this method. The method transforms a message send into specialized messages to roles and objects, shared or personal. The code first tries to find a CompiledMethod for a roleScript and executes it if it exists. Else, the method forwards the message to a UUID or a regular Squeak object.
Squeak code and then compiles the resulting Squeak code in the regular way.
Ellen's code: There is something strange here. The class of the message receiver is EllenAlarmCtxTIMER. Where does this class come from, and what does it do? The question needs a long answer. We saw in Fig. 28 that a Squeak method is compiled in the context of a class, is stored in the meth-odDict of that class, and is executed in the context of an instance of that class. This mechanism breaks down for role-Scripts. A role is a name and not an object: There is no class, and the role is late-bound to an object at runtime. Finally, if the object is accessed through the Net, its implementation is inaccessible. Any implementation of Loke must deal with this dilemma. First, roleScripts can't be compiled as regular Squeak methods, so a new way has to be found. Second, a regular method is stored in the object's class. Here, there is is first transformed to: We know the C o n t e x t S t a c k and the hidden #cc-role from level 11. (ContextStack play-erForRole: #cc) is an inefficient way of finding the current context, the Maestro. After that, it's the Context>>to:send:withArgs: method known from level 8 that sends the messages called for in Ellen's code.
The output from the compiler is a CompiledMethod that is independent of the class that compiled it. A Com-piledMethod can, therefore, be stored in any class as long as it has a unique name that makes it possible to retrieve it when needed. no known class, and a new home for roleScripts has to be found.
The compilation of roleScripts
The roleScript compiler namespace includes the names of the current Role and the Roles that are visible from it. The compiler is a modified Squeak compiler that compiles role-Scripts in two steps: It first transforms Role names to regular A Squeak CompiledMethod without reference to instance variables is pure behavior.
It can be stored in any class and be executed in the context of any object.
The storing of compiled roleScripts
Context class names are unique within Squeak, and role names are unique within a Context. BabyIDE stores role-Scripts (CompiledMethods) in hidden classes named by the unique concatenation <c ontext name> <role name >, e.g., EllenAlarmCtxTIMER. These classes are artifacts of the BabyIDE implementation. They are very special classes with no instances, no own methods, and the personal programmer need not know about them.
The execution of roleScripts
The execution of the roleScript was triggered in the key method Context>>to: roleName send: selector withArgs: argCollection in level 8. Finally, the stack was dumped on the Transcript, and the alarm sounded.
